Because brains do not fossilize, the internal surface of the braincase (endocast) serves as an important source of information about brain growth, development, and evolution. Recent studies of endocranial morphology and development in great apes, fossil hominins, and modern humans have revealed taxon-specific differences. However, it remains to be investigated to which extent differences in endocranial morphology reflect differences in actual brain morphology and development, and to which extent they reflect different interactions of the brain and its case with the cranial base and face. Here we address this question by analyzing the effects of cranial integration on endocranial morphology. We test the 'spatial packing' and 'facial orientation' hypotheses, which propose that size and orientation of the neurocranium relative to the viscerocranium influence endocranial shape. Results show that a substantial proportion of endocranial shape variation along and across ontogenetic trajectories is due to cranial integration. Specifically, the uniquely globular shape of the human endocast mainly results from the combination of an exceptionally large brain with a comparatively small face. Overall, thus, cranial integration has pervasive effects on endocranial morphology, and only a comparatively small proportion of inter-and intra-taxon variation can directly be associated with variation in brain morphology.
Introduction
Compared with great apes, the brain of modern humans appears unique in terms of size, structure, growth and development. Around the time of birth it is similar in size to that of adult great apes (~400-430 cm 3 ). Postnatally, it continues to grow at high rates and over an extended period of time, reaching an approximately 3-fold volume around the age of 8 years (Lenroot & Giedd, 2006; Raznahan et al. 2011) . In contrast, great ape neonates have brain volumes of~150 cm 3 , which reach their 2.5-fold target volume around the age of 4 years (Leigh, 2004) . The modern human brain also shows various developmental features that set it apart from that of great apes. Around birth the degree of myelinization is modest, but it increases at high rates postnatally, probably as an adaptation to socially mediated cognitive development (Sakai et al. 2011) . Cortical development extends well into early adulthood (Giedd et al. 1999; Gogtay et al. 2004; Raznahan et al. 2014 ).
Genomic and transcriptomic analyses also show substantial differences between human, great ape and macaque gene activity patterns in brain tissue, indicating major shifts during the evolution of human brain development, organization and function (Somel et al. 2013) .
While comparative genetic, anatomical and neurofunctional analyses provide important insights into differences and commonalities of human and great ape brains, it is still hotly debated to which extent the modern human brain is an evolutionarily scaled-up version of an ancestral great ape-like brain, and to which extent it represents evolutionary novelty in terms of development, organization and function. Evidence for these arguments is controversial (Aldridge, 2011; Herculano-Houzel, 2012 ). For example, some studies hold that the human prefrontal cortex is larger than expected for a scaled-up chimpanzee brain (Schoenemann et al. 2005; Passingham & Smaers, 2014) , but others do not see evidence for major evolutionary shifts in the relative size of different brain areas (Semendeferi et al. 2002; Herculano-Houzel, 2009; Barton & Venditti, 2013) .
Ultimately, the actual evolutionary history of the human brain can only be reconstructed with fossil evidence. Since brains do not fossilize, the morphology of the endocranial cavity -the so-called endocast -serves as a proxy for the morphology of the brain contained in it (Holloway et al. 2004 ). Using fossil and modern endocasts to study comparative brain evolution thus has a long tradition in paleoanthropology (Dart, 1925; Holloway, 2008; Falk, 2012) . Paleoneurology typically focuses on three aspects of endocranial morphology: size (typically quantified as volume), shape (typically quantified by the three-dimensional arrangement of anatomical landmarks) and structural detail such as imprints of cortical gyri and sulci, and of vascular structures. For the quantitative analysis of endocranial ontogeny, we use the term 'growth' to denote ontogenetic increase in size, and the term 'development' to denote ontogenetic changes in shape (Ponce de Le on & Zollikofer, 2001) . Endocranial volume (ECV) serves as a proxy of brain volume, such that differences in ECV growth patterns between modern humans and fossil hominins indicate differences in brain growth patterns. Australopithecus africanus is thought to have exhibited a great ape-like brain growth trajectory (Zollikofer & Ponce de Le on, 2013) , while there is evidence that A. afarensis had a more human-like trajectory (Alemseged et al. 2006) . Homo erectus is hypothesized to have followed a brain growth trajectory that combined human-like and great ape-like features (O'Connell & DeSilva, 2013; Cofran & DeSilva, 2015) . Neanderthals likely exhibited even higher early postnatal brain growth rates than modern humans (Ponce de Le on et al. 2008) .
Comparative analyses of adult endocranial shape using methods of geometric morphometrics revealed several differences between modern human and fossil Homo endocasts that potentially indicate differences in the morphology and development of underlying brain regions. Neanderthal endocasts are similarly spacious as those of modern humans; however, they resemble allometrically expanded H. erectus endocasts, whereas those of modern humans represent an allometric grade shift, reflecting a novel pattern of expansion of the parietal area (Bruner et al. 2003) . Similarly, the endocranial region underlying the olfactory bulb is relatively larger in modern humans than in Neanderthals, which led to the hypothesis that modern humans compared with Neanderthals had evolved a more sophisticated olfaction-mediated social communication system (Bastir et al. 2011) . Also, modern humans differ from fossil hominins in the morphology of the middle ) and anterior (Bastir et al. 2011 ) cranial fossae, indicating relatively larger temporal lobe poles and a larger orbitofrontal cortex. These findings are in line with neuroanatomical and structural MRI data indicating enlargement of these areas relative to other brain regions in humans compared with our closest living relatives, the great apes (Semendeferi & Damasio, 2000; Rilling & Seligman, 2002; Rilling, 2006 Rilling, , 2014 .
While these studies focused on the endocranial and brain morphology of adult individuals, a recent series of papers compared endocranial development in modern humans, Neanderthals and chimpanzees. Results indicate that endocranial shape change from birth to early infancy exhibits significant differences between taxa, especially between modern humans on the one hand, and Neanderthals/chimpanzees on the other Neubauer et al. 2010) . Whether this contrast represents a derived modern human mode of early brain development remains to be tested in greater detail, especially because the relevant Neanderthal neonate-to-infant sample currently consists of only three specimens, and because comparative data from other great ape taxa are still missing. A study including a wider range of hominoid taxa (Scott et al. 2014) provided evidence that endocranial development from late infancy to adulthood follows a shared trajectory, with taxon-specific differences that can largely be accounted for by heterochronic shifts. During these late phases of ontogeny, all species have attained more than 90% of adult brain size, while facial and basicranial development is still underway. The shared pattern of late endocranial development thus likely reflects influences of the growing face and cranial base, whereas brain growth plays a minor role.
Cranial integration and endocranial morphology
One central question that arises during such analyses is: What can be inferred about brain morphology, development and evolution from endocranial morphology? It is generally recognized that developmental and evolutionary changes in endocranial morphology do not reflect changes of the brain alone, but of the cranial base and face as well (Moss & Young, 1960; Enlow, 1990; Bruner, 2004; Hallgrimsson et al. 2007b; Bastir et al. 2010; Scott et al. 2014 ). The neurocranium, cranial base, and face have been characterized as relatively independent subunits in terms of development, function and evolution [Moss & Young, 1960; Enlow, 1990; Cheverud, 1996; Lieberman et al. 2000b Lieberman et al. , 2002 Lieberman, 2011 (chaps. 3,4) ]. At the same time, these modules are integrated through genetic, developmental, functional, and evolutionary constraints [Moss & Young, 1960; Enlow, 1990; Lieberman, 2011 (chap. 5) , Singh et al. 2012] . Cranial integration becomes manifest through coordinated variation (covariation) between modules (Olson & Miller, 1958) , both along developmental trajectories, and during evolutionary diversification (Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Lieberman et al. 2000a Lieberman et al. , 2002 Lieberman et al. , 2008 Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2008) .
Cranial integration, and especially neuro-viscerocranial integration, is typically studied in the framework of two main hypotheses (Ross & Ravosa, 1993) ; the 'Spatial Packing' (SP) hypothesis, and a set of hypotheses that we subsume here under 'Facial Orientation' (FO) hypothesis (postural and facial-orientation hypotheses; Ross & Ravosa, 1993) . The SP hypothesis posits that constraints resulting from the relative sizes of the neurocranium, the cranial base, and the face have pervasive effects on the shapes of each other (Biegert, 1957; Gould, 1977; Ravosa, 1988; Enlow, 1990; Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Lieberman et al. 2000a Lieberman et al. , 2002 Lieberman et al. , 2008 Bastir & Rosas, 2004 Ross et al. 2004; Bastir et al. 2006 Bastir et al. , 2010 Hallgrimsson et al. 2007b) . Given that the cranial base represents an interface between the brain and the face, the SP hypothesis has been tested on either side of that interface. The SP hypothesis applied to brain-base interactions postulates that a flexed cranial base reflects the accommodation of a large brain on a relatively short cranial base (Biegert, 1957; Gould, 1977; Ravosa, 1988; Enlow, 1990; Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Ross et al. 2004) . In contrast, the SP hypothesis applied to base-face interactions postulates that the shape, relative position and orientation of the cranial base reflect its accommodation to the spatial requirements of the face (Lieberman et al. 2002 Bastir & Rosas, 2004 Bastir et al. 2006 Bastir et al. , 2010 Hallgrimsson et al. 2007b ). Furthermore, brain-face interactions mediated by the cranial base have also been considered (Hallgrimsson et al. 2007a; Marcucio et al. 2011) . Since the focus of this study is on endocranial shape variation, we concentrate here on those aspects of the SP hypothesis that concern interactions of the brain and endocast on the one hand with the cranial base and face on the other.
The second hypothesis considered here -the FO hypothesis -postulates that constraints resulting from the orientation of the face relative to the basicranium have pervasive effects on each other's shape, and on the shape of the neurocranium (Bolk, 1909; Dabelow, 1929; Schultz, 1942; Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Bienvenu et al. 2011) . The FO hypothesis is of interest here because it examines how endocranial shape is influenced by features that are not directly related to brain evolution, but rather to the evolution of orthogrady and specialized locomotor modes (Bienvenu et al. 2011) .
Both the SP and the FO hypotheses need to be tested at two different levels of biological scale: at the developmental level (along ontogenetic trajectories), and at the evolutionary level ('across' trajectories, i.e. between species, after taking into account within-species ontogenetic effects). Since developmental divergence is the substrate of evolutionary divergence, the two modes of variation are interdependent. For example, one conspicuous feature reflecting cranial integration -cranial base flexion -is influenced by the size relationships between the brain, cranial base and face (SP hypothesis), as well as by the orientation of the face relative to the neurobasicranial complex (FO hypothesis). Also, taxon-specific differences exist in cranial base flexion and its development (Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999; Strait, 1999; Lieberman et al. 2008; Bastir et al. 2010) . Another conspicuous feature, neurocranial globularity, which is typically considered to be a characteristic of modern humans, has been shown to be correlated with a combination of three key features: a large brain, a comparatively small cranial base, and a small face tucked below the braincase (Lieberman et al. 2002; Bruner et al. 2003) . At the same time, globularity tends to decrease along ontogenetic trajectories of humans and great apes . Additional complexity arises from the fact that the neurocranium and the face influence each other's morphology via the basicranium, which acts as an interface between these modules (Aldridge et al. 2005; Boughner et al. 2008; Lieberman et al. 2008; Bastir et al. 2010; Marcucio et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2011) .
The SP and FO hypotheses have been tested for various aspects of cranial, neurocranial and facial morphology, and both along and across ontogenetic trajectories (Ross & Henneberg, 1995; McCarthy, 2001; Jeffery & Spoor, 2002; Jeffery, 2003; Ross et al. 2004; Lieberman et al. 2008; Bastir et al. 2010; Neubauer et al. 2010; Marcucio et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2011; Aristide et al. 2015) . Methods used in these studies to quantify shape covariation among modules range from classical distance-and angle-based morphometrics to multivariate approaches including geometric morphometrics. Here we complement these analyses by testing the SP and FO hypotheses for the morphological relationships between the endocast on the one hand, and the cranial base and face on the other. Endocranial (EC) and basicranial+facial (BF) morphologies are quantified and analyzed with methods of geometric morphometrics. The sample comprises all living great ape taxa, each of which is represented by ontogenetic stages from birth to adulthood.
With a view to paleoneurology, the aim of this study is to assess which patterns of shape variation in the endocast are an effect of neuro-viscerocranial integration, and which patterns likely indicate taxon-specific differences in brain morphology. In a typical path model, endocranial shape variation, both along and across taxon-specific trajectories, is attributed to global (= common) factors and local factors (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007) . The global factors account for morphological integration between modules, whereas the local factors account for variation within modules. This approach has been applied successfully to the analysis of neurocranial-facial integration (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2008) , and the spatially complex patterning of basicranial-facial modularity and integration (Bastir, 2008; Bastir & Rosas, 2016) , revealing an important role of global (somatic) factors in the integration of the face with other cranial elements.
Here, the following factors influencing endocranial variation are considered ( Fig. 1): global factors: effects of cranial integration, i.e. EC-BF covariation as specified by the SP and FO hypotheses local factors: direct effects of the brain and other endocranial tissues Covariation explained statistically by global factors must be further studied in terms of causal relationships. Covariation may result from direct interaction between the modules, the action of one module on the other, the action of an independent external factor on both modules, and/or from parallel variation in otherwise independent modules (Klingenberg, 2003) . Cause-effect links can only be identified and resolved conclusively with direct experiments (Hallgrimsson et al. 2004a,b; Boughner et al. 2008; Lieberman et al. 2008) , or using clinical evidence (Richtsmeier et al. 2006) . Experimental setups to study how alterations in a small number of known factors influence the outcome of integration are not feasible in hominoid taxa. Nevertheless, patterns of EC-BF covariation in hominoids, both along and across taxon-specific ontogenetic trajectories, can be considered the result of a 'natural experiment', which helps to infer causal relationships. During early postnatal ontogeny, brain growth is intense in all taxa, and cranial bones are not yet fused. Neuro-viscerocranial integration is thus mostly driven by the brain, and endocranial morphology largely reflects brain morphology. Brain growth ceases around the time of eruption of the first molars, but facial and basicranial growth continues. During late ontogeny, neuro-viscerocranial integration is thus mostly driven by the base and face, and changes in endocranial morphology are mostly due to changes in base and face morphology. Comparisons of ontogenetic trajectories across taxa permit an evolutionary perspective on modularity and integration. Similarities and differences between taxa in modularity/integration patterns can tentatively be interpreted in terms of shared vs. derived features, with the aim to identify evolutionary shifts in developmental and functional aspects of integration.
Testing the SP and FO hypotheses with methods of geometric morphometrics
Because the SP and FO hypotheses concern size relationships and spatial relationships between cranial modules, methods of three-dimensional geometric morphometrics (GM) are well suited to test them quantitatively. The form of the modules considered here (EC and BF) is quantified by sets of three-dimensional anatomical landmarks, which denote biological and/or geometric homology between specimens of a sample. Form is decomposed into size and shape. Size is measured as centroid size (Bookstein, 1991) , and shape is measured as the deviation of a specimen's landmark configuration from the sample mean (the consensus configuration). Size and shape are evaluated with generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA; Bookstein, 1991) , such that the shape of each specimen can be represented as a location in multivariate linearized Procrustes space (termed here morphospace). Patterns of shape covariation, i.e. morphological integration, between modules are studied with partial least-squares (PLS) analysis, which, in the context of GM, is known as singular warp analysis (SWA; Bookstein et al. 2003) . SWA decomposes the covariation between modules into components representing largest, second-largest, etc., proportions of covariance. The first few of these so-called singular warps (SWs) serve as estimates of global factors of integration (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007 ). Modularity appears as the residual variation (attributable to local factors) within the landmark dataset of each module after partialing out the effects of the global factors (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007) . Morphological integration can be studied at various scales and levels. The multi-species ontogenetic sample used here permits analysis of developmental integration (along ontogenetic trajectories) as well as of evolutionary integration ('across' trajectories).
In accordance with earlier analyses (Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Lieberman et al. 2008) , we use the index of relative encephalization (IRE) as a global factor measuring the size relationship between the brain and the face. In its classical form, IRE measures the relationship between the cube root of endocranial volume (ECV 1/3 ) and basicranial length. Using geometric morphometrics, IRE is measured here as the relationship between the centroid sizes of EC and BF. The SP hypothesis thus posits that IRE -the size relationship between EC and BF modules -is a global factor, which influences the shape relationship (as quantified by SWA) between these same two modules. We introduce the term relative allometry to denote the influence of size relationships on shape relationships. The role of classical allometry (non-linear relationship between size and shape of a structure) as a global factor of integration has been studied extensively (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007; Klingenberg, 2008 Klingenberg, , 2009 Klingenberg, , 2013 Bastir et al. 2010) . However, in the present case, the highly disparate growth trajectories of EC and BF (Figs 2 and 5) suggest that allometry is a local factor of each module.
The FO hypothesis posits that facial-to-basicranial orientation represents a global factor of EC-BF integration. We assume that facial orientation depends to some extent on size relationships between EC and BF modules, while the opposite effect -size relationships between modules depending on their orientation -seems less likely. Testing the FO hypothesis thus depends on previous tests of the SP hypothesis, and involves a multi-level analysis of morphological integration (Klingenberg, 2013 (Klingenberg, , 2014 Klingenberg & Marug an-Lob on, 2013 
Materials and methods

Sample
The sample consists of n = 313 crania representing cross-sectional ontogenetic series from birth to adulthood [n = 63 modern humans (Homo sapiens), n = 79 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes ssp.), n = 47 bonobos (Pan paniscus), n = 71 gorillas (Gorilla gorilla ssp.) and n = 53 orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus); for details see Table 1 ]. Specimens are from the Collections of the Anthropological Institute and Museum of the University of Zurich and the Zurich Zoo (Zurich), the Royal Museum for Central Africa (Tervuren), the Bavarian State Collection for Anthropology and Paleoanatomy (Munich), the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University, the Natural History Museum London, and the Kyoto University Anatomical Collections. Anonymized clinical datasets are from the University Hospital Leuven, and the University Children's Hospital Zurich. All clinical and wet-specimen data were provided and used in compliance with the regulations of the respective Ethics Committees.
Specimens were grouped according to their maxillary dental eruption stage (Table 1) : neonate (stage A), incomplete deciduous dentition (B), complete deciduous dentition (C), first/second/third permanent molar fully erupted (D/E/F). Approximate chronological ages corresponding to these stages are listed in Table 1 . Importantly, subsamples representing neonate to early postnatal ontogeny mostly consist of wet-preserved specimens (frozen, formalin/ alcohol), which exhibit only minor deformation and/or shrinkage compared with dry skeletal specimens, thus minimizing potential deformation bias. Males and females are represented in similar proportions throughout the sample. Sex-specific differences in endocranial morphology are only significant in adult G. gorilla. For bonobos, only one neonate specimen (stage A) was sufficiently well preserved to be included in the sample, but stages B-F are well represented (Table 1) . As the reconstruction of the earliest postnatal phase of bonobo endocranial development thus must be considered tentative, it does not influence the general conclusions presented here.
Data acquisition
Volumetric data of all crania were acquired with helical multislice CT, using beam collimations between 0.5 and 1.0 mm, and performing cross-sectional reconstructions with voxel sizes between 0.2 3 and 0.5 3 mm. For each cranium, the endocranial surface was digitally extracted from the CT data volume following procedures described in Bienvenu et al. (2011) , and using the softwares AVIZO and GEOMAGIC STUDIO. Endocranial volumes (ECV) were evaluated from the surface data using the software AVIZO.
Endocranial (EC) morphology was quantified with K = 921 threedimensional anatomical landmarks (LMs), which are distributed equally over the entire surface of the endocast, and represent fixed LMs (K p = 27), curve semilandmarks (SLMs; K c = 110), and surface SLMs (K s = 784; Table 2A and Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). Fixed LMs and curve SLMs were acquired with AVIZO. Curves were defined manually as cubic splines with densely spaced nodes between fixed endpoints, and equidistant curve SLMs were sampled along the Incomplete deciduous dentition 0.75-2.5 years 0.25-1 years C Complete deciduous dentition 2.5-6 years 1-3.5 years D M1 fully erupted 6-12 years 3.5-7 years E M2 fully erupted 12-20 years 7-12 years F M3 fully erupted > 20 years > 12 years splines. A template of regularly spaced surface SLMs was defined for one specimen, then warped to every other specimen, using the fixed LMs and curve SLMs as nodes of a thin-plate spline (TPS) interpolation function, and projecting the warped surface SLMs onto the target specimens along endocranial surface normals. To optimize the position of SLMs and establish geometric correspondence across all specimens of the sample, the curve SLMs were allowed to slide along tangents to the curves, and the surface SLMs along tangents to the surface (Gunz et al. 2005) . Sliding was iterated until convergence to the minimum bending energy criterion Fixed LM 1 Anterior clinoid process Fixed LM 2 9 1 Postero-lateral point of the anterior cranial fossa Fixed LM 2 9 1 Canalis opticus Fixed LM 2 9 1 Foramen rotundum Fixed LM 2 9 1 Foramen ovale Fixed LM 2 9 1 Petrous apex Fixed LM 2 9 1 Meatus acusticus internus Fixed LM 2 9 1 Junction of transverse sinus and petrous pyramid Fixed LM 2 9 1 Canalis nervi hypoglossi Fixed LM 2 9 1 Foramen jugulare Fixed LM 2 9 1 Midsagittal cerebrum (between LM 2 and LM 3)
Curve SLM 31 Midsagittal cerebellum (between LM 3 and LM 4) Curve SLM 7 Midsagittal brainstem (between LM 5 and LM 6) Curve SLM 7 Jugum sphenoidale (between LM 7 and LM 1)
Curve SLM 3 Foramen magnum (between LM 4 and LM 5)
Curve SLM 2 9 7 Posterior border of anterior cranial fossa (between LM 8-9 and LM 10-11)
Curve SLM 2 9 3 Petrous pyramid Curve SLM 2 9 7 Superior border of transverse sinus (between LM 3 and LM 22-23)
Curve SLM 2 9 7 Antero-lateral border of the frontal lobe (between LM 2 and LM 10-11) Curve SLM 2 9 7 Endocranial vault surface Surface SLM 2 9 392 (Bookstein, 1996) . As natural patterns of left-right asymmetry are not considered here, all specimens were symmetrized via relabeled reflection of landmarks. Finally, generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) was applied to minimize differences in scale, position and orientation between the specimens' landmark configurations. All procedures were performed with the R package MORPHO (Schlager, 2014) . The morphology of the cranial base and face (BF) was quantified with a set of L = 36 fixed anatomical landmarks (Table 2B) , and analyzed with GPA.
The index of relative encephalization (IRE) was calculated as the ratio between the centroid size of EC and the centroid size of BF. As a measure of facial relative to cranial base orientation the angle between the foramen magnum plane (FP) and the orbital plane (OP), FP-OP, was computed (Fig. 2) . In functional terms, this angle serves as a proxy for the orientation of the principal visual axis relative to the vertebral column [note that FP-OP differs from 'classical' variables, which measure facial orientation in terms of klino-vs. airorhynchy (Shea, 1985) ; these latter measurements largely depend on the morphology of the endocranium]. As a measure of cranial base flexion, the angle between the clival plane and the presphenoid plane was evaluated [cranial base angle 4 (CBA4), (Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999) ]. CBA4 is widely used in comparative morphometric studies of cranial integration, and is included here to facilitate comparisons with previous studies.
Data analysis
Singular warp analysis (SWA) differs from principal components analysis (PCA) of shape in several respects: whereas PCA uses the variance-covariance matrix of a single landmark dataset to evaluate principal components of shape variation, SWA uses the covariance matrix of two (or more) landmark datasets to evaluate component pairs (or tuplets) of shape covariation, so-called singular warps (SW; Bookstein et al. 2003; Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007) . In addition, whereas PCs comprise the largest, second-largest, etc., proportions of within-block variation, SWs comprise the largest, second-largest, etc., proportions of between-block covariation. It is important to keep in mind that both PCA and SWA are statistical, not biological, ordination techniques. Whereas the first PC and SW can often be associated with biologically significant patterns of (co)variation (such as size allometry and/or ontogenetic shape change), higherorder components do not necessarily correspond to biologically meaningful patterns of shape variation. This is mainly because the statistical orthogonality criterion does not reflect the typical situation in biology, where shape variation is the product rather than the sum of various factors (Zelditch et al. 2012 ).
With these caveats in mind, SWA is used here to identify global patterns of coordinated shape variation between the endocast (EC) and the base+face (BF). Various studies have considered interactions between the neurocranium, the cranial base and the face as separate modules (Bookstein et al. 2003; Bastir, 2008; Bastir et al. 2008; Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2008; Marcucio et al. 2011; Bastir & Rosas, 2016) . Since the focus of our study is on endocranial morphology, we treat the cranial base and face as one module (BF) and analyze its interactions with the endocast (EC). We performed a set of preliminary analyses, which showed that the results of SWA on EC vs. base+face (BF) reported here are largely similar to the results of SWA on EC vs. cranial base (B), as well as of SWA on EC vs. face (F).
Modules EC and BF are represented by their own sets of landmark data, and SWA is performed on the EC-BF covariance matrix. The resulting SW pairs [denoted here by (SW1 EC , SW1 BF ), (SW2 EC , SW2 BF ), (SW2 EC , SW2 BF ), . . .] serve as a basis to visualize principal patterns of EC-BF shape covariation, both in multivariate and in physical space (Bookstein et al. 2003) . Results of SWA are evaluated statistically according to procedures proposed earlier (Rohlf & Corti, 2000b; Klingenberg, 2009) , and a significant level of covariation is interpreted as an indicator of cranial integration. Levels of integration are typically assessed with the RV coefficient, which -in analogy to Pearson's R 2 -measures the proportion of total variance explained by the covariance between the two SWA variable blocks. For large numbers of variables (K ≫ 50, as is the case here) RV is known to exhibit spurious behavior (Fruciano et al. 2013) , such that we use the modified RV coefficient proposed by Smilde et al. (2009) . Levels of significance of RV were evaluated via resampling of the dataset with randomized group attributions (Rohlf & Corti, 2000; Klingenberg, 2009 ).
Adopting a multi-level approach (Klingenberg et al. 2012; Klingenberg, 2014) , we first analyze patterns of within-species developmental integration shared by all taxa in the sample. To this end, SWA is applied to the pooled within-species EC-BF shape covariation matrix (Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2008; Mitteroecker et al. 2012) , and the SP hypothesis is tested by assessing correlations of SWs with IRE. The second level of analysis focuses on patterns of residual EC-BF covariation while controlling for the effects of cranial integration (as measured by global factors). The main aim of these analyses is to explore between-species differences in endocranial shape that are 'free' of potentially confounding global effects of cranial integration, thus permitting a focus on local, brain-related effects. As shown in the results section (Table 3) , SW1 strongly correlates with IRE. We thus explored three methods to partial out global effects and study the residual variation. Method 1 consists in eliminating the effects of SW1 EC and SW1 BF as global factors, and performing an additional SWA on the remaining SWs (SW2, SW3,. . .; note that the resulting residual SW scores, denoted here as rSW1, rSW2, etc., are not identical to the original scores SW2, SW3, etc., because they are evaluated on the non-pooled covariance matrix). Method 2 consists in evaluating the residuals of the original data relative to the global factor SW1, followed by SWA on these residuals. Method 3 consists in performing SWA on the residuals of the data regressed on IRE. The three analyses yield largely comparable results, such that only those obtained with the first method are reported here.
Following a proposition by Zelditch et al. (2012) , we further test the hypothesis that 'the major dimension of covariation between blocks is equivalent to the dominant dimension of variation within blocks ' (p. 173) . In other words, we test whether dominant patterns of within-module variation correspond to the dominant pattern of between-module covariation. To this end, separate PCAs are performed on EC and BF landmark sets, respectively, and the first PC of each analysis (which represents the dominant dimension of withinmodule variation) is correlated with the corresponding first SW (Bookstein, 1991) .
Results
Patterns of growth Figure 2 shows species-specific ontogenetic trajectories of the univariate measurements used in this study. Ontogenetic trajectories of EC size and endocranial volume (ECV) follow well-known non-linear growth characteristics ( Fig. 2A) . In gorilla males, EC and ECV continue to increase after the termination of brain growth (around stage D). In all taxa, growth trajectories of BF are fairly linear (Fig. 2B) . Adult sexual dimorphism in BF size is conspicuous in gorillas and orangutans. Whereas the human mode of endocranial growth is an outlier relative to great apes, the human mode of BF growth is similar to great apes. In fact, human BF sizes are comparable to those of chimpanzees, and although humans are often considered to have small faces and basicrania, this statement is only true in relative terms: at any given ontogenetic stage, the index of relative encephalization (IRE; Fig. 2C ) is consistently higher in humans than in great apes, and adult humans have an IRE comparable to that of neonate great apes. In all taxa (probably except bonobos), IRE undergoes little to moderate change during early postnatal ontogeny (stages A-B); later on, IRE decreases monotonically, with lowest rates in humans (also see Fig. 5B ). Cranial base flexion (CBA4; Fig. 2D ) exhibits substantial variation within taxon-specific age groups, as reported earlier (Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999) . During early postnatal ontogeny (stages A-C), taxon-specific trajectories differ considerably from each other, such that no shared pattern of CBA4 ontogeny can be identified. During late ontogeny (stage C onward), the CBA4 of great apes increases (i.e. flexion decreases), whereas that of humans remains fairly constant. Compared with cranial base flexion, facial to basicranial orientation (FP-OP; Fig. 2E ) shows a more consistent pattern across species, and less intra-group variation. In all taxa, FP-OP decreases during early postnatal ontogeny, but then increases toward adulthood. Humans have characteristically low FP-OP angles already at birth (klinorhynchy), whereas the high angles typical for orangutans (airorhynchy) develop relatively late during ontogeny (stage D onward).
Patterns of coordinated EC and BF shape variation
Singular warp analysis of EC-BF covariation indicates substantial integration between these modules. The RV coefficient (which is roughly equivalent to a squared correlation coefficient) has a value of 0.73 (P < 0.01), indicating that 73% of the pooled within-species shape variation in EC and BF is 'explained' statistically by EC-BF covariation. The first SW pair (SW1 EC , SW BF ) accounts for 97.6% of the total EC-BF shape covariation, and for 42.0 and 54.1% of nonpooled EC and BF shape variation, respectively. SW2 only constitutes 1.3% of the EC-BF covariation, and accounts for 4.0 and 7.0% of non-pooled EC and BF variation, respectively. Resampling analyses indicate that the covariance proportions of SW2 and higher-order SWs are statistically nonsignificant (P > 0.05).
We further investigate how the principal pattern of between-module covariation (SW1) relates to the principal patterns of within-module variation (Zelditch et al. 2012 ). The latter quantities are evaluated by performing separate PCAs on EC and BF datasets, using pooled within-species variance-covariance matrices. The first PCs of each set (PC1 EC and PC1 BF ) account for 43.3 and 53.9% of the total nonpooled EC and BF shape variance, respectively, and both are tightly correlated with SW1 EC and SW1 BF , respectively (r 2 > 0.99). This indicates that the main modes of withinmodule variation (PC1 EC and PC1 BF ) are almost identical to the principal mode of covariation between EC and BF modules (SW1 EC and SW1 BF ).
Figures 3 and 4 visualize correlated patterns of EC (Fig. 3 ) and BF (Fig. 4) shape variation, both in morphospace and in physical space (in all graphs, data are represented by mean values for taxon-specific ontogenetic stage groups; Supporting Information Fig. S2 provides convex-hull plots of the original data scatter). Trajectories through morphospace of all taxa are non-linear, with marked differences between early (stages A-B) and late (stages C-F) phases of ontogeny ( Figs 3A and 4A ). Late-phase trajectory segments of all taxa are largely parallel to each other, indicating a common mode of ontogenetic shape change, as already reported in earlier studies (Mitteroecker et al. 2004; Scott et al. 2014) . At the same time, marked differences between taxa exist in the location of trajectories in morphospace, and in trajectory length. This indicates that taxon-specific endocranial and BF shapes are already established at birth, and morphological differences between taxa increase during postnatal development. Most notably, the entire human trajectory appears shifted toward the juvenile end of great ape shape variation.
Figures 3B and 4B show actual physical patterns of shape change along SW1. The basal region of the endocranial cavity expands with positive allometry relative to overall endocranial surface area, whereas the endocranial vault region expands with negative allometry (Fig. 3B) . As a result, the endocranium as a whole becomes less globular. This mode of EC change is correlated with posterior shift and reorientation of the foramen magnum plane, facial (especially dentognathic) expansion and upward-orientation of the orbital plane (Fig. 4B) , resulting in an increase of the FP-OP angle ( Fig. 2E ; stages C-F).
SW2 EC reflects changes in endocranial morphology that mostly occur early during postnatal ontogeny (Fig. 3A) . This component accounts for expansion of the posterior cranial fossa (PCF), of the temporal poles of the middle cranial fossa, and of the orbitofrontal region of the anterior cranial fossa (Fig. 3B ). This pattern largely corresponds to a mode of endocranial shape change described earlier as 'neurocranial globularization' (Neubauer et al. 2009 Gunz et al. 2010 ). Our analyses confirm that this mode is absent or only weakly expressed in chimpanzees , and also indicate its absence in bonobos (Fig. 3A) . However, our data show that this mode is also present in gorillas and orangutans, such that its interpretation as a uniquely human feature Neubauer et al. 2010) needs to be reconsidered in greater detail. The early mode of EC shape change is correlated with downward rotation of the foramen magnum plane (Fig. 4B) , resulting in reduction of the FP-OP angle ( Fig. 2E ; stages A-B/C).
Testing the SP and FO hypotheses
The SP hypothesis postulates that EC-BF shape covariation (measured by SW1) is a function of EC-BF size proportions (measured by the index of relative encephalization, IRE). The tight correlation between SW1 and IRE (r 2 = 0.92) clearly supports the SP hypothesis. Figure 5A shows that all taxon-specific ontogenetic trajectories group around the pooled-sample regression line but have different positions along the line. IRE thus accounts for a significant proportion of endocranial shape variation along the ontogenetic trajectory of each taxon, as well as for endocranial shape differences among taxa. Figure 5B illustrates IRE trajectories as a function of EC size and BF size. In all taxa, the earliest phase of postnatal ontogeny (stages A-B) is characterized by nearly isometric growth of EC and BF, thus little change in IRE (also see Fig. 2C ). Around the time of brain growth cessation (stages C-D), trajectories bend toward lower IRE values as an effect of continuing BF growth. Comparison of Fig. 5A ,B indicates that the long SW1 trajectories (Fig. 3A) of orangutans, gorillas and chimpanzees reflect sustained BF growth after the cessation of brain growth, resulting in low adult IRE values and concomitant reduction of endocranial globularity (Figs 3B and 5A). SW1 trajectories of bonobos and humans are comparatively short (Fig. 3A) . The short trajectory of bonobos results from low rates of BF growth, whereas the short trajectory of humans results from high rates of EC growth (Fig. 5B) . As an effect, both bonobos and humans have relatively globular adult endocasts.
Compared with great apes, the human trajectory exhibits a marked shift along negative SW1 (Fig. 5A ), which reflects a uniquely high IRE (Fig. 5B ) and concomitant globular shape of the endocranium already at birth. Overall, modern human neurocranial globularity largely appears to be an effect of high IRE, while effects reflecting human-specific brain morphology need to be analyzed further.
The FO hypothesis postulates that EC-BF shape covariation is a function of basicranial to facial orientation (as measured by proxies for vertebral column orientation and visual axis orientation). The hypothesis is tested by examining relationships of SW1 EC with FP-OP, IRE and CBA4 [CBA4 is included here because variation in cranial base flexion has been related to both spatial packing effects, and the effects of neuro-viscerocranial orientation ]. FP-OP exhibits significant correlation with SW1 EC and IRE, but only for the late ontogeny sample (stages C-F; Table 3 , upper triangle). Partial correlations evaluated for this subsample (Table 3 , lower triangle) indicate that variation in SW1 EC is most closely associated with variation in IRE, not associated with variation in FP-OP, and only moderately associated with variation in CBA4. This indicates that the correlation between facial-to-basicranial orientation and endocranial shape (SW1 EC ) is largely mediated by EC-BF size relationships (as measured by IRE). 
Exploring brain-related patterns of EC variation
Up to this point, results indicate that IRE as a measure of EC-BF size relationships is a major global factor influencing EC-BF shape covariation. These global effects of shape covariation are captured by the first singular warp, SW1.
Here we analyze the residual EC-BF covariation, denoted by rEC and rBF, while controlling for the global effects, captured by SW1 and IRE, using the procedures described in Materials and methods. Covariation between rEC and rBF, as well as variation within each set, is explored with similar methods as for the full EC-BF datasets. Since the focus here is on covariation across species [i.e. evolutionary integration, as defined by Klingenberg (2013) ], SWA was performed on the pooled-sample covariance matrix (not the pooled within-species matrix) of rEC-rBF (RV = 0.64; P < 0.01). The first singular warp pair, rSW1, accounts for a significant proportion of shape covariation in the sample (85.2%). As a companion analysis, separate PCAs were performed on rEC and rBF, and the resulting first components, rPC1 EC and rPC1 BF , were correlated with corresponding singular warps, rSW1 EC and rSW1 BF . The tight correlations (r 2 = 0.98 and 0.95) indicate that the dominant pattern of shape covariation between rEC and rBF largely corresponds to the dominant patterns of within-module residual variation. Plotting variation along the first two components, rSW1 and rSW2 (Figs 6A and 7A) reveals marked differences between taxa, especially between humans and great apes. Differences are already present at birth (mostly along rSW1). Figure 6B provides corresponding real-space visualizations of the principal differences between human and great ape endocranial shapes. These visualizations represent residual endocranial shape differences after partialing out the effects of spatial packing, and are thus potentially informative about differences in brain shape between taxa. Figure 6C shows actual phenetic differences between adult mean endocranial shapes of humans and chimpanzees (chimpanzees are taken as representatives of great apes here because they are closest to the great ape mean position in rSW space). Comparison of Fig. 6B ,C thus informs about the 'confounding effects' of global factors of cranial integration on brain-related endocranial shape differences. Relative to actual adult chimpanzee endocasts, actual adult human endocasts exhibit overall expansion of the cranial vault region (Fig. 6C) . Relative expansion is most substantial in the frontal and temporal lobe regions and the cerebellar fossa, and moderate in the parietal region. Partialing out the effects of spatial packing (Fig. 6B ) yields a different pattern: humans compared with great apes exhibit relative expansion of the endocranial surface regions corresponding to the frontal lobes and the temporal poles, as well as the cerebellar fossa. On the endobasicranial surface, the regions corresponding to the olfactory bulbs and brain stem also exhibit relative expansion. On the other hand, the parietal region, as well as the supraorbital and sella regions occupy smaller areas relative to total endocranial surface area.
Residual shape variation in the base+face module (rBF; Fig. 7A ) also shows major contrasts between humans and great apes, indicating substantial differences in the orientation of the face relative to the cranial base (Fig. 7B) . Humans and orangutans, who represent opposites in terms of facial to basicranial orientation (klinorhynchy vs. airorhynchy), are at opposite ends of shape variation along both rSW1 EC (Fig. 6A ) and rSW1 BF (Fig. 7A) . This raises the question whether facial-to-basicranial orientation is a factor influencing interspecific covariation between rEC and rBF. Addressing this question amounts to testing the FO hypothesis at the level of residual variation: can variation in rEC and rBF be explained statistically by variation in the angle rFP-OP (residuals of the regression of FP-OP on SW1)? As shown in Figs 6A and 7A (gray dashed lines) , humans do not form part of the great ape patterns of covariation of rFP-OP with rEC and rBF. These data show that after partialing out the effects of spatial packing on EC-BF covariation, the remaining contrasts between human and great ape endocranial shapes cannot be attributed to residual differences in the orientation of the face relative to the cranial base.
Discussion Potential and limitations of SWA to analyze cranial integration and modularity
Singular warp analysis has become a widely used method of geometric morphometrics to explore patterns of covariation between landmark datasets, and to interpret these patterns in terms of modularity and integration (Rohlf & Corti, 2000; Bookstein et al. 2003; Mitteroecker & Bookstein, 2007; Klingenberg, 2009 Klingenberg, , 2013 Klingenberg, , 2014 Mitteroecker et al. 2012; Klingenberg & Marug an-Lob on, 2013) . As has been pointed out earlier (Mitteroecker et al. 2012) , morphometric covariation per se does not imply causal relationships between covariates, nor does it provide direct evidence for modularity and integration of the structures quantified by landmark datasets. Additional information about possible causes of covariation is thus required to interpret SWs in a biologically relevant context. A further limitation of SWA is that SWs represent vectors of 'greatest mutual linear predictive power' between landmark datasets (Bookstein et al. 2003) , whereas the data analyzed with these methods often exhibit curvilinear patterns of variation and covariation. Linear ordination techniques such as PCA and SWA thus yield principal axes of shape variation that do not automatically correspond to biologically meaningful patterns of (co)-variation.
Here we used various methods to ascertain the biological significance of patterns of variation along SWs and PCs. First, we compared patterns of EC-BF shape covariation with patterns of EC and BF shape variation in isolation. The tight correlation between SW1 EC and PC1 EC , and between SW1 BF and PC1 BF , indicates that the principal pattern of amongmodule covariation largely corresponds to the principal patterns of within-module shape variation. Analysis of EC-BF covariation thus largely corresponds to combined analysis of EC and BF variation. Secondly, we showed that the curvilinear trajectories of EC and BF shape change (Figs 3 and 4) largely reflect differential growth properties of the endocast (and the brain) vs. the cranial base+face (Fig. 2) . During early ontogeny these modules grow in nearly isometric relation (Fig. 5B) . During late ontogeny, i.e. with the cessation of brain growth, they grow with negative allometric relationships (exponent < 1.0). The transition from isometric to negative allometric growth trajectories (Fig. 5B) coincides with directional changes in the EC-BF developmental trajectories around ontogenetic stage C-D (Figs 3 and 4) . Directions of early and late trajectory segments approximately correspond to the directions of SW2 and SW1, respectively (Figs 3A and 4A) . SW1 and SW2 thus provide a global view of commonalities and differences between taxon-specific ontogenies. A local view -based on pairwise comparison of taxon-specific late ontogenetic trajectories -has been provided in an earlier study (Scott et al. 2014) .
Endocranial morphology and spatial packing
The results presented here show that covariation between EC and BF shape is largely determined by the size relationships between these two cranial modules. In other words, spatial packing -as measured by IRE -accounts for a large proportion of neuro-viscerocranial integration. The evidence provided here thus adds to the general picture that spatial packing is a principal factor of evolutionary and developmental cranial integration (Ross & Ravosa, 1993; Bastir, 2008; Lieberman et al. 2008; Bastir et al. 2010) .
In statistical terms, IRE represents a global factor governing EC-BF shape covariation (Fig. 5A) ; in biological terms, it represents size covariation between these modules (Fig. 5B) . We proposed the term relative allometry to denote the relationship between shape covariation and size covariation of two modules. Cause-effect relationships between size-related and shape-related covariation thus require further consideration. Within species (along ontogenetic trajectories), IRE-related changes in endocranial shape (SW1 EC ) mostly occur during late ontogeny and are largely due to continuous BF growth after the cessation of brain growth (Figs 2 and 5B) . However, between species, and especially between humans and great apes, IRE-related differences in EC shape are mostly due to differences in brain size, whereas sizes of the cranial base and face are largely comparable ( Fig. 2A,B) . Interestingly, these distinct developmental and evolutionary mechanisms of spatial packing result in similar patterns of EC-BF covariation, indicating shared evolutionary-developmental constraints on cranial integration, as already proposed by Biegert (1957) . Most notably, the globular but comparatively narrow endocranial shape of humans compared with the more elongate but wide EC shape of great apes, largely reflects the effects of a high IRE (dense spatial packing). Because this effect is already manifest at birth, prenatal brain growth likely represents a key mechanism of evolutionary developmental divergence between human and great ape endocranial morphologies.
A comparative study by Scott et al. (2014) on endocranial shape development in hominoids indicated that taxon-specific endocranial shapes are already reached early during ontogeny. Here we complement these findings by providing evidence that taxon-specific EC shapes are already present at birth. Scott et al.'s study further provided evidence for a shared ape-human mode of 'late' endocranial development. Our data largely confirm these findings, but they also provide evidence for taxon-specific divergence during late ontogeny (Fig. 3A) . The different outcomes of the two studies might largely represent differences in how endocranial morphology is quantified by landmark datasets. The analyses performed here are based on a spatially dense set of landmarks (K = 921 LMs, compared with 307 LMs in Scott et al.'s study), thus revealing greater detail in intra-vs. inter-taxon patterns of shape variation.
Endocranial morphology, cranial base flexion, and facial-to-basicranial orientation
Cranial base flexion (CBA4) and facial orientation (FP-OP) have played an important role in discussions of neuro-viscerocranial integration and spatial packing (Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999; Hallgrimsson et al. 2007a; Lieberman et al. 2008; Parsons et al. 2015) . The general view is that spatial packing is a major determinant of cranial base flexion, both along taxon-specific ontogenetic trajectories and among taxa (Lieberman et al. 2000b) , and that facial orientation has substantial influence on neurocranial shape (Bastir & Rosas, 2004 Bastir et al. 2006 Bastir et al. , 2010 Bastir, 2008) .
Our data indicate that, during early ontogeny, there is no clear pattern of correlation between cranial base flexion, facial-to-basicranial orientation, spatial packing and EC shape. These findings are in line with earlier studies showing that during fetal to early postnatal ontogeny the development of cranial base flexion seems to be unconstrained by spatial packing (Jeffery & Spoor, 2002; Jeffery, 2003; Neubauer et al. 2009 ). During late ontogeny (i.e. after cessation of brain growth), cranial base flexion as well as facial-to-basicranial orientation change as a function of IRE. With decreasing relative endocranial size (Fig. 2C) , the cranial base tends to become less flexed in great apes, but not in humans (Fig. 2D) . The new ontogenetic data for bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans presented here add diversity to our perception of human-great ape contrasts (Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999) : compared with chimpanzees, cranial base extension during late ontogeny is less marked in the other great apes.
Data for the ontogeny of facial orientation are more consistent across species. During early ontogeny the FP-OP angle tends to decrease, but during late ontogeny this trend is reverted such that adult crania of all species have more upward-oriented orbital planes and posteriorly oriented foramen magnum planes than juveniles (Fig. 2E ). These observations largely correspond to those made in earlier studies of facial orientation (McCarthy & Lieberman, 2001; Bastir et al. 2010) . The correlation between IRE and FP-OP is high (r 2 = 0.83; see Table 3 , upper triangle). Contrastingly, the correlation between IRE and CBA4 is comparatively low (r 2 = 0.46). These findings parallel earlier studies (Lieberman & McCarthy, 1999; Lieberman et al. 2000a Lieberman et al. ,b, 2008 Neubauer et al. 2009 ), which related the relatively low degree of IRE-CBA4 correlation to the fact that cranial base flexion is influenced by many more factors than straightforward measurements of spatial packing. In fact, our study shows that multivariate sets of craniofacial variables tend to explain higher proportions of CBA4 variation than single measurements do . How are these 'classical' variables related to variation in endocranial shape? Partial correlations (Table 3, vanish. The latter finding indicates that cranial base flexion is only indirectly related to spatial packing, and more directly related to endocranial shape (and probably brain shape) and facial orientation. It appears that cranial base flexion varies independently of size relationships between cranial modules and rather depends on shape relationships, as has been proposed for modern humans (Neubauer et al. 2009 ) and for mid-Pleistocene Homo (Baba et al. 2003; Bastir & Rosas, 2009 ).
Inferring brain morphology from endocranial morphology
When effects of spatial packing on EC-BF covariation are taken into account, the residual patterns of variation still show marked contrasts between taxa (Figs 6 and 7). As shown in Fig. 6A (dashed line), variation in endocranial shape among great ape taxa can in part be accounted for by variation in facial to basicranial orientation (rFP-OP). However, human-great ape endocranial shape differences are more pronounced than expected under a great ape-like model of covariation with rFP-OP (Fig. 6A) . The low FP-OP angle of humans is typically seen as an adaptive feature associated with bipedal locomotion and upright stance (Zollikofer et al. 2005) . Our data indicate that this evolutionary reorientation of the hominin face had little influence on endocranial shape. We conclude that a substantial proportion of the endocranial shape variation visualized in Fig. 6B reflects direct influences of the brain and other endocranial soft tissue structures on endocranial shape. It remains to be investigated to which extent evolutionary changes in brain morphology, and posture-related changes in basicranial-tofacial orientation, influence each other. The following observations provide evidence for a central role of the brain. Already at birth, humans differ substantially from great apes in endocranial shape and basicranial-to-facial orientation (Fig. 2E) . Considering that the relevant cranial skeletal elements are not yet fused at this early ontogenetic stage, it is likely that prenatal brain ontogeny plays a central role in the formation not only of endocranial shape, but also of facial-to-basicranial orientation.
To which extent do the human-great ape differences in endocranial morphology (Fig. 6B ) reflect differences in brain morphology vs. morphological differences in other endocranial structures such as the meninges, cerebrospinal fluid, and venous sinuses? To answer this question, differences in endocranial shape (Fig. 6B ) must be compared with known differences in actual brain morphologies. As mentioned, there is no consensus yet on how the gross morphology of the human brain differs from that of great apes. According to one view, the human brain represents an allometrically scaled-up version of an ancestral ape brain (Semendeferi et al. 2002; Herculano-Houzel, 2009 Barton & Venditti, 2013) , while an alternative view holds that size proportions between major brain structures have been modified during human evolution and do not follow the great ape pattern of scaling (Schoenemann et al. 2005) . The outcome of such comparative analyses depends on the frame of reference that is used for the evaluation of relative sizes (Passingham & Smaers, 2014) . Whereas some studies use the entire brain as a reference (Semendeferi & Damasio, 2000) , others use functionally conserved brain regions such as primary sensory areas (Passingham & Smaers, 2014) . Here only the former frame of reference can be used, because endocasts represent the brain as a whole and do not provide a priori information about its substructures.
Hence the question here is whether the conspicuous human-great ape differences in endocranial shape along rSW1 EC can be explained by a great-ape-like mode of allometric scaling of endocranial shape vs. endocranial size. Obviously, this is not the case: human endocranial shape is clearly outside the pattern of size-related endocranial shape variation evaluated for the great apes (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 6A ). The following comparison of endocast data (this study) and brain data (compiled from the literature) thus refer to potential differences in brain organization between humans and great apes.
One conspicuous contrast in endocranial morphology is the reduced relative surface area of the apical/parietal vault region and the relatively enlarged frontal vault region in humans compared with great apes. This finding largely parallels the results of an MRI-based study showing that anteroposterior dimensions of the apical/parietal cortex of humans are relatively shorter than in great apes, whereas frontal cortical dimensions are relatively longer (Aldridge, 2011) . Although residual endocranial shape data (Fig. 6B ) and brain morphometry yield similar results, the direct comparison of adult endocranial shapes (Fig. 6C) indicates expansion of the parietal region in modern humans compared with great apes, thus conforming with the results of earlier studies comparing modern humans with fossil hominins (Bruner et al. 2003 (Bruner et al. , 2015 Bruner, 2004) . Parietal expansion has also been proposed as a major feature of modern human brain development compared with fossil hominins and chimpanzees [neurocranial globularization; ]. These hypotheses need to be re-assessed along several lines of evidence. First, as shown here with developmental data ( Fig. 3 ; shape change along SW2 EC ), early expansion of the parietal endocranial area is not unique to humans but is also present in gorillas and orangutans. It remains to be tested whether its absence in chimpanzees ) and bonobos (this study) is a unique feature of the genus Pan. Secondly, it remains to be tested whether parietal endocranial area expansion actually reflects a developmental feature of the brain. Current evidence suggests that ontogenetic trajectories of the endocast and the brain are relatively independent of each other, and that the endocranium is a poor predictor of brain morphology in this region (Aldridge et al. 2005; Bruner et al. 2015) . Thirdly, differences in endocranial globularity (Fig. 3 , SW1 EC ) between human and great ape adults are largely an effect of spatial packing (Fig. 5A) ; it remains to be tested whether the characteristic parietal bulging (Bruner, 2004) of modern humans compared with fossil hominins in fact reflects brain re-organization or an allometric grade shift in terms of spatial packing, as evidenced for humans vs. great apes in Fig. 5B . Fourthly, a relatively smaller parietal vs. larger frontal endocranial surface area (Fig. 6B ) might reflect shared human-great ape allometric scaling relationships of the brain. Frontal lobe size scales with slightly positive allometry (rather than isometry) relative to hemisphere size, such that humans have larger frontal, but smaller parietal, lobes, relative to total brain volume (Allen et al. 2002; Sherwood et al. 2008) . Overall, testing these sub-hypotheses will add to the caveats on inferring brains from endocasts discussed by Neubauer (2014) . Figure 6B further shows that the endocranial region corresponding to the cribriform plate and olfactory bulb is relatively larger in humans than in great apes. Similar findings were reported earlier (Falk et al. 2000) . A study focusing on shape variation of this region in chimpanzees, fossil hominins, and extant humans also reported human-specific expansion of this endocranial region, with hypothetical links to olfaction-related cognitive functions (Bastir et al. 2011) . The same study postulated that a widened orbitofrontal cortex (as inferred from endobasicranial shape data) is a characteristic feature of modern humans. This feature is also visible in the direct human-great ape comparisons of Fig. 6C . However, when neuro-viscerocranial integration is taken into account (Fig. 6B) , the orbitofrontal region of the human endocast appears relatively smaller than in great apes. Accordingly, the hypothesis needs to be reconsidered that orbitofrontal widening is, at least in part, an effect of structural reallocation due to cranial integration (Bruner & Holloway, 2010) .
The endocranial regions corresponding to the temporal lobes are relatively larger in humans than in great apes. This finding is paralleled by earlier geometric-morphometric studies of the endocranial cavity (Bastir et al. , 2011 and by brain studies (Semendeferi & Damasio, 2000; Rilling & Seligman, 2002) , which together show relative enlargement of the temporal lobes in modern humans compared to fossil hominins and chimpanzees. Endocranial shape differences in this region thus likely reflect evolutionary differences in temporal lobe size. These differences are substantial, and discernible even without correction for the effects of cranial integration (Bastir et al. , 2011 . The posterior cranial fossa (PCF) of humans appears relatively large compared with great apes (Fig. 6B) . However, brain data show that the cerebellum of humans is relatively smaller than in great apes (Semendeferi & Damasio, 2000; Smaers et al. 2011; Barton & Venditti, 2014) . One possible explanation for the discordance between endocranial and cerebral/cerebellar evidence is that the morphology of this neurocranial region is strongly influenced by postural constraints. The basal position of the human foramen magnum constrains the brainstem and the closely associated cerebellum into an anterior position and vertical orientation. Although a large proportion of this effect can be attributed to SP (Fig. 3B , inferior view of SW1 EC ), it is still present when SP is taken into account (Fig. 6B , inferior view of rSW1 EC ), and thus is likely an effect of PCF reorientation. A further possibility is that human-great ape differences in PCF morphology are related to differences in the occipital sinus system.
Patterns of local discordance vs. concordance between brain-based and endocast-based morphological evidence highlight both the potential and limitations of inferring brain morphology from endocranial morphology. Even when the effects of cranial integration (SP and FO hypotheses) are taken into account, the endocast only partially reflects brain morphology. One reason for such limitation is that cause and effect of cranial integration are difficult to disentangle. Another is that endocranial shape reflects brain as well as 'non-brain' structures, such as meningeal tissue, vascular structures, and cerebrospinal fluid (Zollikofer & Ponce de Le on, 2013) . For example, the discordance between cerebellar size and posterior cranial fossa size indicates that non-brain structures contribute significantly to the morphology of the PCF. Another reason is that evolutionary changes in cortical organization might not become manifest in changes of brain shape, but rather in neuron density, connectivity, and modularity (Teffer & Semendeferi, 2012; Barton & Venditti, 2013) .
Cranial integration and the evolvability of endocranial and brain morphology
One central hypothesis of evolutionary developmental morphology is that patterns of variation within species constrain the 'evolvability' of morphology (Polly, 2004) , in our case of the brain and the endocast. Two major tenets are held: (i) directions of largest variation in morphospace correspond to directions of least selective resistance; and (ii) modularity facilitates the independent evolution of substructures, whereas integration constrains the coordinated evolution of substructures (Polly, 2004 (Polly, , 2008 Hansen & Houle, 2008; Charvet et al. 2011 Charvet et al. , 2013 Klingenberg et al. 2012; Klingenberg, 2013; Klingenberg & Marug an-Lob on, 2013; G omez-Robles et al. 2014) .
Our results provide support for this hypothesis, as they show that SP-related covariation of EC-BF shape accounts not only for a large proportion of within-species ontogenetic variation, but also for major evolutionary shifts between human and great ape endocranial (and brain) morphologies. The substantial human-great ape differences in EC and BF shape already at birth likely result from heterochronic shifts in prenatal brain growth rates, which result in an exceptionally high IRE in human newborns, and an IRE in human adults similar to that of great ape newborns. Cranial integration via spatial packing thus clearly constrains evolutionary changes in EC and BF shape.
Human-great ape commonalities of evolutionary and developmental covariation of EC and BF also serve as a frame of reference against which human specialties can be identified. Our results on residual shape analysis indicate that human endocranial, brain and BF morphologies did not just evolve along great-ape-like patterns of covariation (i.e. along directions of least selective resistance), but along non-preferred directions of covariation. For example, the residual human-great ape differences in endocranial shape cannot be attributed to great-ape-like patterns of variation in facial-to-basicranial orientation. It remains to be investigated to which extent the residual difference is due to peculiarities of the human brain, and to which extent it reflects adaptive constraints imposed by bipedality.
Overall, the phylogenetic relationships among the taxa analyzed in this study provide a comparative framework to infer shared patterns of endo-exocranial integration, as well as major evolutionary modifications in endocranial and base+face development. As shown in this study, all taxa share a common pattern of EC-BF covariation that is largely compatible with the SP hypothesis: both along and across endocranial ontogenetic trajectories, size relationships between the brain and the base and face determine a large proportion of their shape covariation. It is thus likely that this mode of covariation represents a shared ancestral feature, which is present in hominids and probably more generally in primates (Scott et al. 2014) .
Figures 3 and 7 also show several taxon-specific differences in endocranial ontogenetic trajectories that can be tentatively interpreted in phylogenetic terms. The trajectory of Pongo is clearly set apart from that of the African great apes (Fig. 7) , most probably reflecting the deep phylogenetic roots of the split between Asian and African great apes, and the highly specialized, airorhynch morphology of the orangutan cranium (Shea, 1985) . Within the African clade, Gorilla compared with Pan and Homo exhibits a more extended endocranial developmental trajectory, implying more endocranial shape change from birth to adulthood. This is largely due to intense facial and basicranial growth after the cessation of brain growth (Fig. 2B) . It remains to be clarified whether this state represents a derived feature of gorillas relative to the ancestral state of the African great apes, or whether the comparatively short trajectories of the Homo-Pan clade are derived relative to the ancestral state. Within the genus Pan, bonobos exhibit further shortening of the endocranial trajectory, reflecting the well-documented evolutionary reduction of facial relative to brain growth in this species, resulting in a paedomorphic aspect of the cranium as a whole (Shea, 1981 ; Ponce de Le on & Zollikofer, 2006) .
As already mentioned, the conspicuous difference of the endocranial ontogenetic trajectory of humans compared with their closest living relatives -bonobos and chimpanzees -likely reflects the highly divergent evolution of the hominin brain and modes of posture and locomotion. Humans, however, are not the only taxon to exhibit highly derived modes of endocranial development. One feature that sets the genus Pan apart from all other taxa is the lack (or weak expression) of the early mode of endocranial ontogeny (Fig. 2) . Previous studies comparing early endocranial development in chimpanzees, humans and Neanderthals proposed that the chimpanzee mode represents the primitive pattern (also present in the Neanderthals), whereas the human mode is derived Neubauer et al. 2010) . Our data show that this is not the case. Together with new evidence from an extended sample of Neanderthal infants (Ponce de Le on et al. 2016), it appears that the early mode of endocranial development represents a shared ancestral feature of humans and great apes that was lost during the evolution of the genus Pan.
Although the limitations of inferring brain morphology from endocranial morphology are widely recognized (Zollikofer & Ponce de Le on, 2013; Neubauer, 2014; Bruner et al. 2015) , the global effects of cranial integration on endocranial shape have remained relatively unexplored. The results presented here thus have several implications for future studies of endocranial morphology and development in an evolutionary context. We propose that differences in endocranial morphology between modern humans and fossil hominins, whether quantified using geometric morphometrics (Bruner et al. 2003) or cladistics (Mounier et al. 2016) , are best analyzed with two perspectives in mind: that endocranial morphology largely results from the developmental and evolutionary interplay between brain morphology and facial and basicranial morphologies, and that endocranial features do not typically represent phyletically independent characters, but tend to form part of a network of characters that covary as an effect of cranial integration.
Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article: Fig. S1 . Landmarks represented on a modern human endocast in right lateral (A), inferior (B) and left lateral (C) views. Fixed landmarks are in red, curve semilandmarks in black, and surface semilandmarks in blue. Landmarks masked by the endocranial surface are semi-transparent. See Table 2A for landmark identification. 
